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ABSTRACT

A thorough investigation of the leakage spectrum from

the MITR has been carried out using the MITR fast chopper.

These measurements have been made for three different fuel

i4 s in the energy range from 0.001 ev to 10 Key.

They have been compared with several theoretical models and

are in fairly close agreement with the heavy gas model. A

semiconductor neutron spectrometer is described that will

be used for high energy spectrum measurements.

A triple coincidence pair spectrometer designed for

high efficiency is described. Calibration results using Na24

are reported. Operation of a six meter bent quartz corystal

spectrograph for capture y ray measurements is described.

Preliminary results for the energies of seven Sc4 5 y rays

are 296, 229, 228, 217, 148, 143, 52 Key. More accurate

numbers will be available when final analysis -- pI&a.s bas

been completed. Modification and construction of three dif-

ferent irradiation systems is described. These include mod-

ifications of the pneumatic rabbits to allow short half life

work. Construction and operation of a vertical sample chang-

ing system and a ball sample changing system for longer

irradiations are described.
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INTRODUCTION

The principle aims of the research started under

this contract are twofold. The first is to develop and

evaluate techniques for measuring neutron spectra for

inter-reactor calibration and spectrometry. The second

aim is to develop new techniques in the general ield of

activation analysis with particular attention to identifi-

cation of impurities in electronic materials.

During the first year we have concentrated on

developing experimental equipment and facilities necessary

for carrying out a broad program of research in these two

areas. In the neutron spectroscopy area it was decided to

make an effort to determine the spectrum of neutrons from

a reactor port with high accuracy. A port whose spectrum

is well known can then be used to check and evaluate vari-

ous types of neutron spectrometers. In order to carry out

this measurement a fast chopper already available was in-

stalled and put into operation at the 12" port of the MITR.

This work is reported in Chapter I.A. In order to carry

these results to higher energy work is currently progressing

on a semiconductor neutron spectrometer. Progress is describ-

ed in Chapter I.B.

In the area of activation analysis it was decided to

concentrate on techniques involving direct use of the re-

actor since it is so readily available. Work has been start-

ed in two areas. The first includes investigations to eval-

uate the feasibility of using the prompt radiation that

follows neutron capture. Principle effort has been on develop-

ing methods for measuring prompt capture y's, although some

work has been done on evaluating boron concentration by

prompt d emission. A triple coincidence pair spectrometer

and a bent quartz crystal spectrometer have been developed

and recently put into operation at the reactor. This work

is described in Chapter II.A.
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The second area of investigation is an activation

anlysis usinF short half life materials. Before a program

in this area could begin it was necessary to modify and cal-

ibrate the existing pneumatic rabbit system and construct

a hot cell. In addition to rabbit modifications two other

tyres of irradiation systems have been constructed. All

this work is described in the last part of Chapter II.



CHAPTER I

A. Measurement of Neutron Energy Spectra with the MI.T.oR.
Past Chopper

(C. A. Anderson)

1. General

The primary objective of this work was to establish

a means of examining neutron spectra emanating from reactors

and by using-this to investigate typical neutron spectra

from the M.I.T. Reactor. Subsidiary uses planned for the

completed apparatus included measurement of total neutron

cross sections and capture gaimua ray studies.

The reason for carrying out studies of neutron energy

spectrum measurements is that the calculation of spectra is

very unreliable for any reactor system which is heterogeneous,

has non 1/v absorption, is not a monatomic gas, or which has

finite dimensions - consequently any practical reactor system.

Because of the unsatisfactory nature of calculational

methods, full sized or nearly full sized assemblies called

critical assemblies are often built to check these calculations.

However, critical assembly studies at best yield only crude

information about neutron energy spectra, typically by the use

of foil detectors.

It is possible, however, to measure the energy dependent

flux at any location in the nuclear reactor core by taking a

sufficiently large portion of this core as a subcritical assembly,

bombarding it with source neutrons, and measuring the resultant

flux.

The neutron beam from a given point in the lattice

(preferably near the center) may be extracted through a re-entrant

thimble, collimated, and then pulsed by a rotating shutter. The

neutrons are detected at the end of a fixed flight path and the

resulting pulses deposited in the proper channel of a multi-

channel analyzer according to the neutron time-of-flight. The

resulting number of neutrons per unit flight time is then con-

verted to a neutron current per unit energy interval which is
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typical of the lattice rather than of the neutron source used.

The first experiment of this type to be made at the

M.I.T. Reactor was the measurement of the spectrum of neutrons

leaking from the core tank of the reactor into the 12-inch

horizontal port. In addition to being of basic interest to

the study of reactor spectra the measurement is of interest

to others who utilize this type of reactor. Because the re-

actor is cylindrically symmetrical the neutrons leaking into

the dozen or more experimental facilities around the core have

a similar energy spectrum. Hence knowledge of this neutron

energy spectrum will prove useful to other experimenters at the

M.I.T. Reactor and at other reactors of this general type.

Time of flight neutron spectrometers were first used

for pulsed cyclotron neutron sources. The applicable equations

are

E = 51502 (1)

and = -0.0279 A; if + 2 Am2)
YE=-00 m m2

'There E = neutron energy, ev

= flight time, 4sec
m = flight path, m.

Figure 2 shows the energy resolution, AE/E, which this

equation yields for the MITR fast chopper. This figure shows

that if the rotor is run at speeds of 100, 400, 900, 3000, and

7000 rpm, the maximum error in energy below 100 ev is less than

5%. Above 100 ev the El/2 law prevails, resulting in an energy
resolution of 30% at abjut 5 key. This sets the high energy

limit of the system. Ihe low energy limit is determined by the

lowest speed attainable by the chopper rotor. With going into

details, the low speed limit of 100 rpm allows measurement of

spectra in the energy range down to about 4 x 10- 3 ev and well

below the most probable velocity of the Maxwellian spectrum.

2. Equipment

In August of 1959 a fast neutron chopper was purchased

by M.I.T. from the Chr. Michelsens Institute, Norway. The
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purchase consisted of the chopper rotor, vacuum enclosure,

and a speed control system which included motors and generators.

The remainder of the system was designed and built by the author

during the succeeding year and one half.

It was decided at the outset that the primary use of the

system would be for neutron energy spectrum measurements, al-

though the design was to provide latitude for other experiments

such as neutron cross section and capture gamma ray studies.

This decision guided the design of the fast chopper ensemble.

Starting at the reactor end of the ensemble (Figure 1)

the neutrons used in an experiment are coarsely collimated by a

1-inch diameter hole in the center of the 12SH1 shielding plug,

then finely collimated by 13-1/2 inches of lead to a beam 0.031

inch x 1 inch. The neutrons enter the vacuum enclosure by means

of a thin aluminum window and are further collimated by 1-1A/

inches of polystyrene to a beam 0.020 inch by 1 inch. When the

chopper rotor slits align with the collimator, bursts of neutrons

are passed thru another window to the outlet collimator (which

serves merely to reduce background), and traverse a long helium

filled bag, striking a bank of sensitive neutron detector tubes

in an outhouse in the rear yard of the reactor.

When a chopper slit is aligned with the inlet collimator

a burst of light is produced which is used to indicate zero time

for the multichannel analyzer. The signal from the neutron de-

tectors, created by a 6000 volt potential across each tube, is

amplified and sent to the multichannel analyzer in the reactor

building. The pulses produced in the neutron detectors occur

at varying times after the zero time signal and are stored

according to arrival time.

A cadmium covered neutron detector placed in masonite

near the lead inlet collimator serves as a powermonitor and pro-

vides accurate normalization of data independent of reactor

power changes. Additional equipment includes radiation and ex-

plosion shielding, enclosures for the helium bag and for detection

,Apparat and a system of gages and interlocks to prevent damage

should excessive speed, vibration, temperature or vacuum chamber

pressure be indicated.
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3. Data handling

Seventy-four experimental runs were made, each con-

sisting of 256 numbers. Handling such copious amounts of

data is difficult and time consuming unless use is made of a

high speed electronic computer. To measure the neutron energy

spectrum the number of neutrons per unit flight time are

counted. The count must be corrected for:

1. counts lost in analyzer due to deadtime,

2. integrated reactor flux-time during the experiment,

3. background,

4. detector efficiency,

5. neutron removal along the flight path, and

6. chopper rotor transmission.

The resultant number per unit flight time must then be

converted to a current per unit energy.

The following equation summarizes this process:

T3): E4,C( ] Ww5 {.. [GaLswse]1 ;c()]

Conhst xtrs) AIM t '(T)
(This equation applies for i & 16, a similar equation satisfies
i>~

where RC(i) = counts recorded in channel i

POW = power normalization factor

B = number of neutron bursts during experiment

= flight time corresponding to channel i, isec.

S = energy independent background constant, approx.

1.1 X 10- 6 counts/vsec/burst.

G(i) = counts in channel i for thick foil resonance

transmission experiment.

X(rc)= rotor transmission function.

= rotor speed, radians/sec.

ABS(t) = neutron absorption along beam path

(r)= neutron detector efficiency

W = width of channel i, Vsec.

E = energy, ev

J(E) = neutron current per unit energy, P/cm 2 -sec-ev.
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This equation is solved by the IBM709 computer for each

of the pieces of data generated by the multichannel analyzer.

An auxiliary calculation is that of the total neutron cross

section of a sample, givenby 3 NI( i)

a(E) = IVln

where o(E) = cross section, cm 2/ev

N1 (i) = counts in channel i, sample in

N2 (i) = counts in channel i, open beam

t = sample thickness, atoms/cm
2

4. Results

Three series of experiments were rim, namely:

Series I. No fuel in front of 12" port.

II. One fuel element in front of 12" port.

III. Two fuel elements in front of 12" port.

a. General

In addition to measuring the spectra, cross sections

were measured and the energy scale of the multichannel analyzer

was calibrated during the first series of experiments. The

second and third series were devoted almost exclusively to

spectrum measurement (including background measurement).

Resonance absorber foils of Cd, In, Au, and Co were

used for both the energy calibration and for the determination

of energy dependent background. That portion of the background

not dependent on energy was measured by using a thick block of

polyethylene to remove neutrons from the beam.

The cross section of palladium was measured in the

energy range 5 x 10- 3 ev to 20 ev and is shown in Figure 3.

The agreement with the published curve of BNL-325 is good.

The data shown was taken at rotor speeds of 130, 385, e50 and

3050 rpm, and the overlap of these various runs is good. The

resonance indicated at 3 ev has not been reported elsewhere.

Mr. Schweitzer and Mr. Teich made the measurement of the palladium

cross section as their S.B. thesis in physics at M.I.T. (Reference 6)

b. Rotor Transmission

The rotor transmission function was measured by the use

of the equation:
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X I(CI I ) = 1 ), X2 (C( 2)C2( , 2)

where X= rotor transmission at t =ca

= rotor speed, rad/sec

,c -neutron flight time

C I(,I~.1) = corrected count rate per channel at flight

time T and t = wI

It is possible to determine the rotor transmission from this

equation by solving it for several values of T and ca for a

fixed &12. The rotor transmission function must be correct

in order for the data at different rotor speeds to result in

the same neutron spectrum. This criterion of compatability

between runs may be used to correct an incorrect rotor trans-

mission function.

c. Neutron energy spectra

When the previously mentioned calculations are perform-

ed, the neutron energy spectra shown in Figures 4 , 5, and 6 are

obtained. At high energies all the experimental points are

shown, but as the energy decreases the points become indistin-

guishable on a graph; hence as few as 20% of the experimental

points are shown at very low energy. The curves d-rawn on these

three figures represent the Maxwellian distribution and the

dE/E distribution which best fit the data. The effective neutron

temperature of the Maxwellian distribution and the energy at

which the dE/E slowing down distribution crosses the Maxwellian

are tabulated below, together with the average moderator tem-

perature during the experiment.

Series Neutron Temp. D 0 Temp. Energy at which
T n( 0 c) 2 Tm(OC) Maxwellian crosses dE/E (ev)

I 65 +lO 31 + 1 0.25

II 85 10 33 + 3 0.23

III 110 + 20 36 + 1 0.21
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A discrepancy between experimental data and the sum

of a Maxwellian distribution plus a dE/E distribution has

been widely reported in the literature. Strictly speaking,

there is no theory at present applicable to the spectra whic;h

have been measured in this experiment. The measurement was

made of the energy spectrum leaking radially from the M.I.T.R.

core tank, but tL.3 most nearly applicable theories are limited

in derivation, if not in application, to infinite media - and

more often to infinite homogeneous media.

Other experimenters have found that consideration of the

effective absorption in finite media as 7 + DB2 rather than

IL brings the experimental results for neutron energy spectra

in finite media into closer agreement with the theories developed

for infinite media. To obtain a value of 2a + DB2 for this

experiment, a two group solution was used, giving

a + D B 2 = p 'Iaf Of

where Ia = thermal absorption cross section

D = diffusion coefficient

B2 = buckling

p = resonance escape probability

af = slowing down cross section

*th = thermal group flux

Of = fast group flux

Charles Larson's thesis (Reference 4) gives a value

for in the M.I.T. Reactor from a two group model which

closel approximates the conditions of the experiment. Using

this for the first series of experiments (i.e. no fuel i,

front of the 12-inch port) gives Ia + DB2 = 0.00603 cm I

as opposed to the Ia(of 99.6% D2 0) = 0.000121 cm I.

Using this value for effective absorption, an attempt

was made to compare the experimental neutron current with the

theoretical neutron flux. For the latter, simple slowing down,

the Brown & St. John result (Reference 1), the heavy gas model

(Reference 8) and the method of Coveyou, Bate and Osborn (Reference 2)
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were used. The results of the comparison are given 'ts

Figure 7 A,B,C,D. The agreement is remarkably good, especi-

ally when it is recalled that the current and the flux are

related by an energy dependent relationship of the form

J(E) = const [(EqR) - Xtr(E) at(Epr) L
where J(E) = neutron current in the r direction

r = radius

Xtr = :'rt cross section

A/3r($(E,r)) and Xtr are undetermined functions of energy.

The agreement of the data with the heavy gas model is

very good. The curves of Browm Ac St. John and of Coveyou et al

would be closer to the data if the presentation of their theoreti-

cal results (as a few widely spaced curves) permitted omparison.

To determine a theoretical neutron flux for the second

and third series of experiments (i.e. with fuel in the region

next to the 12-inch port) several approximations were made, the

most important of which were that the change in Xa far out-

weighs the change in DB , and that the B is the same as the

la of the core. This results inca + DBI = 0.01466 cm"1

(for the present, no distinction is made between series II and

series III). Because it is more amenable to calculation, the

heavy gis model is compared to the data for series II & III

(Figure 8). Again the agreement is good. For series II the

calculated 7a is probably too high (being based on a regular

array of fuel elements rather than Just one element) and the

DB2 too low, while for series III the 7a is about right but

DB2 too low. The discrepancy between data and theory seems to

agree with this.

5. Conclusion

Apparatus has been designed and built which is suitable

for measurement of neutron energy spectra to a high degree of

accuracy. Using this apparatus the energy spectrum of neutrons

leaking from the M.I.T. reactor has been measured with several

different fuel configurations. Althoumh there is no reason to
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expect good agreement between existing theory and these

experiments, such agreement appears to exist when a simple

correction is made to account for neutron leakage.

B. Semiconductor Neutron Spectrometer

1. General (G. Kaiz)

In the past several years semiconductor devices have

been developed which are extremely good at detecting heavy

charged particles. These devices are usually fairly small in

sensitive area but are capable of energy resolutions of great-

er than 1%. An extensive survey of their characteristics can

be found in Volume NS-8, January, 1961 of the IRE Transactions

on Nuclear Science.

One of the applications described in the above reference

is the use of these devices for neutron spectroscopy. This is

done by putting a thin coating of a material like Li6 between

two of these detectors. Since Li6 has a fairly large cross

section for the (na) reaction one uses the semiconductors to

detect the a and triton emitted when the neutron is captured.

By carefully measuring the total energy of these two particles

it is possible to deduce the energy of the incident neutron.

Since the two particles will come off nearly back to back one

can reduce some of the background by only counting when there

are coincident counts in the two detectors.

It was decided to try to develop a neutron detector of

this type to determine the spectrum from the M.I.T.R. at energies

higher than those obtainable by the chopper. These measurements

would be carried out in the same port and under the same condi-

tions as the chopper measurements.

2. Construction

The semiconductors used in this instrument have been

obtained from Dr. H. W. Kran3r of the M.I.T. Physics Department.

He also was of great assistance in getting Li6 films evaporated

onto the detector. The detectors are all of the silicon-gold

barrier type. Each detector is a square of .25 cm2 area and 1 mm
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thick. They are mounted on fluorocarbon plastic to eliminate

knock-on protons which create background problems when ordinary

plastics are used.

In order to make the neutron detector one of the pair

of detectors to be used has a thin film of Li F evaporated

onto it. The thickness is such that an incident light beam

is reduced by 25% when passing through it. It was found this

corresponds to a thickness of 150 vg/cm 2 . The two detectors

are then placed facing each other with a very narrow gap

(0.0010") between them to reduce the chance of a charged

particle escaping. A diagram of the final detector is shown

in Figure 9. The electronic hookup of the detector is shown

in Figure 10.
The individual detectors have been checked with a ray

sources and found to give a satisfactory response. The neutron
detector is currently undergoing calibration checks prior to
being placed into the reactor port.

C. Slow chopper

Design studies for a slow chopper have been started.
This would be used to carry out spectral measurements below

the fast chopper cutoff.
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CHAPTER II

A. Investigations of Prompt Capture y Ray Spectra

1. General

Ordinary activation analysis does not work for all

elements because after capturing a neutron some species are

stable or have a half life too short to be measureable. Since

all elements emit prompt gamma rays when a neutron is captured,

it was decided to investigate the possibility of doing neutron

activation analysis using these prompt y rays to identify the

various elements. The principal difficulty with this method

is that the y rays to be measured vary in energy from about

1-9Mev. It is difficult to measure and identify the energy

of these y rays by ordinary Nal y ray spectroscopy. The reason

for this is that at these higher energies there is almost no

photoelectric absorption of the y ray, the Compton and pair

production processes dominating. This means that very few of

the T rays actually give up their entire energy to the crystal.

In fact the response to a monoenergetic y ray at energies above

about 2 Mev contains 3 peaks which may be of about equal magni-

tude. These arise from pair production interactions In which

either none, one, or two of the annihilation quanta escape from

the detector. Since capture y ray spectra usually contain a

number of y rays with energies above 2 Mev this response makes

determination of y ray energies extremely difficult and in

many cases impossible.

To solve this difficulty we have had designed and built

a triple coincidence pair spectrometer. The principle is not

new but the actual design should give considerably higher

efficiency than other spectrometers of this type now in opera-

tion. In addition to the pair spectrometer we also have a bent

quartz crystal spectrometer available for measuring energies

less than 2 Mev. This spectrometer is described in reference 3

and was built under a National Science Foundation grant.
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2. Triple Coincidence Nal Pair Spectrometer

(T. Hyodo, N. C. Paik)

a. Theory of Operation. The pair spectrometer con-

sists of three Nal crystals. One is 13/4' in diameter and

2" longp, the other two are 6" in diameter and 3" long. These

two large crystals have semi-cylindrical depressions in their

ends so that when placed face to face there is a hole formed

big enough to insert the 13/Y'' crystal between them, see Figure 11.

In operation the collimated beam of y rays to be measured

impinge upon the small crystal. In some cases pair production

will occur and the positron will be stopped and annihilated in

the small crystal. The annihilation radiation will be emitted

back to back and hence one will go in the direction of each of

the bigrer crystals. There is a rood chance that each will

escape from the small cry!tal and be detected in the large

crystalr. Thus if each of the large crystals simultaneously

detects a O.qI Mev quanta ansi these events are also in coincid-

ence with a pulse from the small crystpl, we know a pair produc-

tion interaction has taken place in the small crystal and that

the energy given up to it has been hv - 1.02 Mev.

In actual operation the circuit is hooked iip as shown

in Figure 12. All three crystals are in fart (-.0.35 psec)

coincidence. The simnals from the large crystal- are also fed

through sinle channel analyzers which are set to pass 0.51 Mev

pulses. The output of there analyzers and the fast coincidence

are then put in slow coincidence (%6 isec). The output of the

slow coincidence is then used to gate the 256 channel analyzer

on so that it can analyze the pulse from the small crystal.

In addition to the above method of operation, It is

also possible by chanping a few connections to operate the system

using the sum peak technique. The hook-up for this mode of

operation is shown in Figure 13. The method of operation is

useful when there are two or more y rays in cascade. The sum

of the preamplifier outputs is fed into one of the single channel

analyzers which is set to the total energy of the cascade. The

output of this analyzer is then used to gate the 256 channel

analyzer on, and it analyzes the signal from one of the crystals.
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Since all the energy of the y transitions must be detected

before the gating conditions are satisfied, the resultant

spectrum shows only photopeaks and no Compton distribution.

In this method the two crystals must be shielded from each

other so that Compton scattered photons from one crystal are

not detected in the other.

b. Description. Figure lV shows the arrangement of the

shielding. The coffin like shield consists of 5" of steel

plus 3/_,, of lead. The crystals, photo-multiplier tubes and

preamps are located inside the shield. There is space avail-

able so that the two large crystals can be separated by as

much as one foot if desired. This is particularly useful in

the sum peak mode of operation. Access ports are available in

the top, sides and bottom. In the pair spectrometer mode of

operation the third crystal is inserted through one side port

and the beam enters throuqh the opposing side port.

This instrument was desiqned and built by the Atomium

Corporation of Waltham, Massachusetts to specification supplied

by M.I.T.

c. Performance. The instrument was received in late

September so only preliminary performance terts have thus far
A2

been performed. Spectra of Na24 have been measured in the pair

spectrometer mode of operation. The results are shown in

Fibure 15. The two peaks noted are the result of the two Na2 4

y rays, the 1.38 Mev y gives a peak at 0.36 and the 2.8 Mev y

gives a peak at 1.8. Note that all other types of interaction

have been successfully rejected by the 7ating system. The Co6 0

spectrum has been observed in the sum peak mode of operation and

is shown in Figure 16. Note that the entire Compton spectrum

has been successfully rejected by the gating system. It is

apparent from these results that the system will operate as intended.

It is now intended to use the system in conjunction with

the reactor to look at prompt capture y rays. The method for

holding the sample under bombardment has already been designed

and constructed. It is shown in Figure 17. This block of

masonite with the sample inserted into it will be placed in front
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of a reactor port. The y rays from the sample will be ob-

served with the pair spectrometer through the port at right

angles to the incident neutron beam. This entire system is

now ready for installation into the reactor.

d. Future studies. This instrument is now ready to be

placed in operation at the reactor. The experiments planned

are a series of measurements to determine the overall effi-

ciency as a function of energy. This will be done by observ-

ing a series of samples that give off two or more y rays of

different energies and known relative intensities. The samples

are chosen to cover the energy range from about 1 to 9 Mev.

After the calibration work is done, a number of samples
will be carefully examined. The first will be germanium. It

is hoped to determine how well the impurity content ca., be de-

termined from changes in prompt y ray spectrum. Other electronic

materials such as silicon and selenium will also be studied.

3. Bent Quartz Crystal Spectrometer (J. Neill, I. Rshman)
In order to carry out the above studies at lower energies

(below 2 Mev) a 6 meter bent quartz crystal spectrograph pre-

sently available (reference 3) at the M.I.T. Reactor will be

used. It will be used to observe samples placed in the thermal

column of the reactor as shown in Figure 18.

Preliminary studies to check overall operation have

been carried out using a Sc45 source. In these experiments 7
lines having energies ranging from 50 to 300 Key have been found.

Preliminary results for these energies are 296, 229, 228, 217,

148, 143, 52 Key. More accurate results will be available when
final analysis of the plates has bern completed. As soon as

measurements on the Sc45 source have been completed it will be

replaced by a Ge source and the low energy portion of the Ge

spectrum observed.

B. Prompt a Analysis for Boron (L. Clark)

In order to measure trace amounts of boron in semicon-

ductor materials an investigation has been undertaken which will

make use of the BI0 (na) Li7 reaction. This method had been used

previously (reference 7) to determine the isotopic abundance of
boron by direct counting of the prompt a ray.
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In this investiration it is proposed to use an infinitely

thick layer of sample on the inside of a proportional flow counter.

Since the entire counter wall is to be coated by the powdered sam-

ple in a layer thick enough to absorb any a's from the materials

of construction, the background counts due to chamber impurities

will mostly be eliminated. The B1 0 in the sample will be the

principal source of a's from the walls. This counter would then

be exposed to a highly thermalized neutron flux such as is avail-

able in the medical therapy facility at the M.I.T.R. By proper

electronic biasing secondary electrons from y ray interactions

can be eliminated so that only a ray or Li7 pulses would be

recorded.

A preliminary model of the above counter has been con-

structed and tested in the standard graphite pile in the Depart-

ment of Nuclear Engineering Reactor Physics Laboratory. An im-

proved model of this counter for use in the reactor is now under

construction and should be in operation shortly.

C. Irradiation Facilities (D. Schwartz)

In order to carry out a broad program of sample irradia-

tions it has been necessary to design and construct equipment

capable of inserting and removing samples while the reactor is

at power at several of the reactor irradiation facilities.
Three different facilities have been built or improved to meet

the needs of this irradiation program. These include the ball

sample changer for use in 4TH1 - a 4" horizontal through port,

a vertical sample changer for use in 3GV5 - a 3" vertical port,

and some modifications and improvements in the rabbit facilities

which are necessary for short half life studies.

1. Pneumatic rabbits

a. General. In order to conduct activation analysis

studies of short half lived isotopes it was necessary to remodel

and calibrate part of the rabbit system in the MITR. A hot cell

is being built and the rabbits have been modified to deliver the

samples inside the hot cell. A system for remote disassembly

of the rabbits has been designed and installed. The circuitry of
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the rabbits has been changed to provide greater control over

irradiation times.

For activation analysis work with short half-lived

materials, there are two basic requirements as to the mode of

irradiation. The pneumatic rabbit system must be used, so that

samples are available for counting in a minimum period of time

after irradiation. Further, counting is normally done in the

container in which it is irradiated, since it is desired that

separation chemistry be performed only when absolutely necessary.

Therefore, the irradiation container must not become any more

than slightly active during short irradiations. Polyethylene

has proven to be the best material available so far, in that it

can withstand the impact of rabbit insertion and ejection, suffers

only slightly from radiation damage (essentially none for short

irradiations) and becomes only slightly active.

The recent rise in M.I.T.R. power level from 1.0 to 1.8

W, with the planned rise to 2 W, has introduced graphite tem-

peratures in the range of 1300C. Since this is above the melting

point of polyethylene, the power rise means that it is no longer

possible to use polyethylene rabbits or vials in the reactor

under all conditions. Air circulation is possible with the rabbit

system, however, and it has been shown that temperatures with air

circulation are well below the polyethylene softening point.

b. Pabbit Configurations. A complete investigation has been

made of the temperatures in one rabbit tube. To provide a positive

grip on the polyethylene rabbit, a long 3/4" OD polyethylene tube

was pinned to the end cap. A chromel-alumel thermocouple wire

ran up inside the tubing and through a small hole in the end cap.

Then it was wound through a small piece of poly vial to reduce

the shock to the wire caused by insertion or ejection. The

thermocouple junction was inserted between several layers of

polyethylene so that it was in good contact with the rabbit wall.

A magnesium rabbit was used to measure equilibrium temperatures

that were above the melting point of polyethylene. Two thermo-

couples were used, one just slightly penetrating through the end
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cap, measuring the air temperatures, and the other embedded

in the wall.

The internal construction of the rabbit tubes consists

of two concentric tubes, the inner one perforated to provide

circulation, with the rabbit traveling only in the inner tube.

Folenoid valves control the flow of air and vacuum to the inner

and outer tubes. Three configurations of the solenoid valves

were investigated. The only other possible configuration is

that tending to remove the sample, and therefore of no interest

in measuring temperatures.

In the first configuration, air was placed on the inner

tube and vacuum on the outer, which is the normal condition for

inserting a rabbit. This condition prevails for all irradiations

done on the automatic timer, and for any others which do not

require the standby condition. In the second, the solenoids

were reset and switched to standby, putting vacuum on both inner

and outer tubes. This is the condition when no samples are

being run, and was the condition during long manually operated

runs at 1 MW. There will be a certain amount of circulation

through the reactor, depending upon the unavoidable leakage into

the tubes.

In the third configuration, with the system on operate,

all solenoid valver are closed. This is the condition one rabbit

tube is in when the other tube from the same chemistry area is

used. Here the air circulation past the rabbit depends upon re-

lative leakage past the air and vacuum solenoid valves. Finally,

the first configuration, with full air circulation, was repeated.

This case, giving the lowest temperature, is of maximum interest

for higher power work.

c. Rabbit Temperatures. The rabbit tubes extend at right

angles to port 12SHl, in which the fast chopper is inserted, and

terminate underneath this port. Thus the addition of fuel in

front of the chopper also affects the rabbit fluxes and tempera-

tures. The effects on the temperature of having no fuel, one or

two elements in front of the chopper, for various solenoid con-

figurations, are shown in Figure 19. This shows that at 1 MW

the rabbit temperatures do not rise above the softening point of
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polyethylene under any circumstances. The small temperature

difference between the temperatures with air low and ambient,

and the rapid rate of decrease of temperature when air flow

is turned on indicate that under proper conditions, polythylene

rabbits can be used even at 5 MW.
Temperature measurements were repeated when the power

level was raised to 1.8 MW. The temperature was not allowed

to get above 1000C with the polyethylene rabbit. The results

are shown in Figure 20. The curve shows that at this power

level, air flow must be on at a). times when a polyethylene

rabbit Is in the reactor. Testing at 1.8 MW was continued

with the magnesium thermocouple rabbit. The equilibrium tem-

peratures at 1.8 MW and 1.7 MW are shown in Figure 21. The

rate of decrease in temperature when air starts flowing is com-

pared for the polyethylene and the magnesium rabbits in Figure

22. The difference in rates is due to differences in thermal

conduc ti vi ty.

Since a failure of the pneumatic blower with a pollethylene

rabbit in the reactor could result in melting of the rabbit, an

emergency system for either ejecting the raebit or providing

interim cooling is necessary. The normal procedure when the

blower fails would be to shut down the reactor until repairs

had been made. That the temperatures in this case do not be-

come excessive is seen from Figure 23. In the case where the

reactor can not be shut down, such as during a run in the medical

facility, cooling is provided by an emergency CO2 tank. The

CO2 flow rate is not sufficient to eject the rabbit. An indica-

tion that temperatures may be reduced in this manner is shown

in Figure 21. A more complete test, showing that 20-25 psi of

C02 will stop the temperature rise at a value sufficiently low

so that no melting occurs is shown in Figure 24.

d. Rabbit Fluxes. Neutron fluxes and cadmium ratios in the

rabbit tubes were also Investigated, both absolutely and as a

function of fuel loading. The absolute activity of cobalt foils

was determined with a sodium iodide crystal and with conventional
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coincidence eculpment. The results are reported by Ram

(Reference 5) and show the absolute thermal flux values at

1 MW with no fuel in front of 12SHl, in IPHI, lPH2, lPH3

and lPH4 respectively, to be 3.89, 4.06, 3.91 and 3.98 x 
10l2

neutrons/cm 2-sec, with a five percent accuracy. Cadmium ratios

taken at the same time indicate for a copper cadmium ratio,

llP.4 + 5; for cobalt, 55.3 + 2; and for gold 20.5 + 2.

To measure the flux as a function of fuel loading in

front of 12SHl, bare and cadrium covered copper foils of 1 mil

thickness were Irradiated in IPH2. The foils were counted in

a standard aeometry about four inches above a 3 x 3" NaI (TI)

crystal. They were alowed to cool long enough to insure the

complete decay of short lived Cu6 6 activity. hen they were

counted at intervals of several hours until they decayed to a

point where background was an appreciable correction. The

spectrum was plotted and the area under the 0.51 MEV peak was

determined. This peak was due primarily to annihilation

radiation from the Cu64. After correcting the data for any one

foil to a standard counting interval, the area under the peak,

proportional to the count rate, was plotted against the time

after irradiation. The data was extrapolated back with the

half life of Cu6 b to zero time. The data points fell on the

line, indicating that the peak was decaying with a pure copper

half' life. The intercepts were then corrected to a standard

foil weight and compared to obtain relative thermal fluxes and

cadmium ratios.

A corparison was made of three ways to determine the

area under the peak. In the first, the peak was approximated

as a triangle. In the second, a normal distribution was fitted

to the data. Finally, peak heights were used as an indication

of area. The second method proved to be the most reliable and

less time consuming than the first. The area under a normal

distribution is given by the product of a constant, the maximum

value and the half width. The maximum and half width were ob-

tained experimentally, and since relative readings only were

necessary, the constant was unimportant. The third method used
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was an approximation to this, assuming a constant half wiat",

which would be true were there no shift in the gain of the

system.

The following thermal fluxes were obtained using

Ram's value of 4.1 + 0.2 x l12 neutrons/cm 2-sec for tube

1PH2 for Case I, with no fuel in front of 12SH1. For Care

II, with a fuel element in position number 26, the flux was

3.8 + 0.2 x 1012, and for Case III, with fuel in both positions

number 25 and number 26, the flux was 4.3 + 0.2 x 1012. The

copper ca~amium ratios ub-..- " mll copper foils were measured

as 113 + 7 for Case I, 46.7 + 1.9 for Case II, and 45.7 + 1.3

for Case III. It must be noted that fuel positions number 25

and number 26 are not symmetrical with re-;pect to 1PH2, position

number 26 being considerably closer to the end of the tube.

2. Vertical Facility

The Vertical Sample Changer facility is another means

of inserting or removing samples from the reactor while the

reactor is at power. Shielding is provided by raising and

lowering the sample, encased in an aluminum can, through a

serpentine tube in the lower shield plug (see Figure 25). The

aluminum can uses a cover with a raised conical section, which

can be gripped with a special handling tool using pneumatically

operated gripping fingers.

The operation is as follows. The sample plug is removed

and the shutter mechanism is rotated until the index mark in-

dicates that the through hole is lined up. The sample can is

lowered with the grappling tool until it is at the bottom of

the tube, and the tool is released. The can is usually dropped

slichtly at the end of the tube, so that an audible indication

that the can has been released is obtained. The tool is then

brough out of the high flux region.

At the end of the irradiation the tool is again lowered

until it rests on the can, and the fingers are made to grip the

can. It Is then drawn up above the shutter mechanism, and this

is rotated until one of the storage holes is lined up. The can

is then placed in the storage hole until the cooling period, to
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allow for the decay of aluminum and other short half lived

isotopes, is over. The can may then be removed from the

shutter for further handling.

The insertion time of a sample can be as rapid as a

few seconds. The facility has been used extensively for

irradiations of from one minute to a day, provided that 30

to 45 minutes of cooling time may be allowed for adequate

aluminum decay. Absolute flux measurements at 1 MW indicate

a thermal flux of 5.0 x 012 n/cm 2 -sec.

3. Ball Sample Changer

The Ball Sample Changer' facility provides another

means of inserting or removing samples from the reactor while

at full power, without any radiation hazard. During irradia-

tion, the sample is encased in an aluminum sample can which

is placed into an aluminum ball. The ball is held in one of

eight cups in the 7raphite carriage (see Figure 26).

The operation is as follows: The handwheel is rotated,

moving the inner shield plug-graphite carriage assembly out-

ward with resnect to the outer shield plug. This is continued

until index marks indicate that the proper graphite cup is

directly linder the inlet hole in the outer shield plug. The

sample ball is then rolled by gravity down a tube from the

reactor face to the inlet hole and into the cup. Rotating the

handwheel then inserts the graphite carriag-e section into the

reactor. All cups may be used simultaneously.

To remove the sample, the handwheel is rotated until

the index mark indicates that the graphite cup is once more

lined up with the inlet hole. The apparatus is left in this

position during the cooling period, to allow for decay of al-

uminlim and other short half lived isotopes. The entire inner

shield plug-graphite carriage assembly is then rotated until

the outlet hole in lined up, and the ball rolls by gravity down

another tube from the outlet hole to the reactor face, where it

emerges into a special lead pig. The ball is then disassembled

with remote handling tools.
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Since complete insertion takes several minutes, this

facility is not good for short runs. However, it has been

very useful for runs of a day or more. The maximum size of

sample is about half that for the vertical facility. Pre-

liminary calibration of the flux in the ball sample changer

facility at 1 MW, using a sodium source in position number 5,

indicated a thermal flux of 3.5 x 10l2n/cm 2-sec. An absolute

flux calibration with gold foils indicated a thermal flux of

3.75.+ 0.2 x l0l2n/cm 2-sec. in the same position. The flux

falls off slightly on both sides of this central position.

D. Irradiations

In addition to the irradiations performed in conjunction

with the work previously described, the M.I.T. Reactor has been

used to irradiate samples for other groups at Air Force Cambridge

Research Laboratories. Over the period covered by this report,

a total of 86 irradiations have been performed in this manner,

using seven different reactor facilities.
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FIG. 24 RABBIT EMERGENCY COOLING TEST
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NOTE: NOT TO SCALE

FIG.25 VERTICAL SAMPLE CHANGING FACILITY
(3GV5)
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